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GoFaster becomes a standard
When two years ago, a Bill Gates apprentice managed to create in his time off, in the usual house garage, a
program which its objective was to achieve that all the AS/400 jobs could use all the processor power, several
reactions merged, which indicated a complete lack of knowledge on the real roll of each part in the business relation
comedy.
On one side, IBM should assume the GoFaster program, as one of many other alternatives existing for its
products and argue its own advantages, with the intelligence that’s assumed to them. Does elegance fall out with
business?
On the other hand, the AS/400 user, should enjoy with happiness the new alternative possibilities offered by
the program, since it means to achieve better results and maximum efficiency on its computer investment. Does
efficiency fall out with election liberty?

Rectify comes up for wisdom
Once the IBM’s first outbursts passed, in which it showed its displeasure because an innocent program could
multiply de AS/400 performance, without applying to expansions and upgrades established on their price structure,
they had to sow on its legality and delivering PTF’s with the only mission of repressing the damned program. But
fencing the field nor blasting the free commerce, in our market economy cannot be done, because its unnatural and
borders illegality.
Actually, IBM assumes the reality as irremediable, and have chosen to ignore the magnificent alternative and
popularity that
GoFaster means, because unfortunately, officially they have to live with it. Many AS/400
environment hardware and software suppliers recommend GoFaster as a alternative to consider worldwide. It is
possible that IBM will do it in the future.

Dangerous liaisons
Many AS/400 users have chosen a economic solution, which for some hundred euros, it saves thousands of
them, avoiding a unjustifiable expense. But another group, also numerous, wouldn’t want to abandon the orthodoxy
and perhaps because of a misunderstanding with the supplier, have preferred keeping on buying more expensive
before alternative “little serious”. Friendship comes first. But when confused with some fear feeling, perhaps its time
to consider changing your supplier; because suppliers should be on clients service and not on the other way.

The strength of reason
This Bill Gates apprentice won’t probably achieve such high points as him, but without doubt, he has
contributed a lot, so the AS/400 installed equipments have make profitable its investment and saved millions of Euros
on its budget, that now can be recon ducted to any of the multiple ONG’s always short in resources. Some want to
impose “their” reason on force, but GoFaster imposes itself by the strength of reason. As a AS/400 user, you dispose
now a alternative already enjoyed by thousands of users, which have simply see, clearly, their real interests. At this
time it would be surprising that some user could acknowledge what GoFaster can do, but if knowing it, it would be
difficult to explain ignoring it.

New GoFaster Version
GoFaster is an application which should manage the same with any
OS/400 version, starting on V4R4, and therefore its optimum
efficiency requires constant attention. The vast experimentation field,
in variety and quantity, that the worldwide base installed produces
new information which allow to improve its possibilities improving its
efficiency in any kind of field.
AS a result, the V040301-AUS version meets all the improvements
realized till the moment.
Clients can order a copy to be sent immediately, because as
previously announced, the contracted license gives the right to receive
any new release launched during the contract life.
Renovations must be applied calling Tel.93.3191723 or by email:

att@att.es

American Top Tools, S.L.

Tel: 93 3191612

Fax: 93 3191755

Cult Product
It is becoming a cult product since
most GoFaster users order their license
renovation. Other products, such as
Tuner or DBU, have also achieved a
high acceptance end popularity, but
not in such a short time.
has no physical or
GoFaster
cultural frontiers, and is contracted
either in USA, Pakistan, Chile or
Portugal, because not in vain it makes
one of the most extended computers in
the world, the AS/400, reach its
optimum performance
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